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Junior Researcher
IEDC IEM | November 2019 - Present

Working as a Junior Researcher i.e. independently working on new project
ideas and providing something innovative to the world. Being an artist
myself I am also responsible for key designing aspects of the club.
Projects

Safe Drive: This is not just another self-drive project. This is a project that
involves the use of deep learning and ensures that drivers don’t sleep on
a long journey. This uses a live video feed of the driver’s face and detects
whether he is sleepy or not.
SmartBot Monica: This project is an application that is a smart AI that can
chat with you and solve any major or minor customer issues. This was
made to provide to the low-end business that cannot sustain their wing
of Customer Support. She would very happily continue to chat with you
even if you irritate her and it’s actually fun. She is still improving and it’s a
stand-alone application that can provide a one-point solution.
Texturify: This is an Algorithmic Add-on for Blender made in Python that
helps you texture large simulations and scenes at once. The detailed
menu system gives you a listing of the 3d objects that can be then
textured according to your preference from the long list of texture
libraries
BCI integrated self companion:  This is an AI companion that works along
with BCI hardware and detects the present mental state (i.e the emotion
of an individual). It uses dimensional models in order to develop a robust
scoring method that would score the emotions of an individual (multiple
fields i.e. words he is speaking, the tone he is using and the mental
hormonal state)

Android App Developer | UI/UX Designer
applex.in | March 2020 - October 2020

Projects:
Snaplingo: The Indian DOC Scanning Application. Being in the design
team helped me to understand the professional world a bit more and also
it enabled me to learn new ways to solve problems and develop UI that
the user will be more comfortable with.
UTSAV: During the Pandemic, the app that would unify all festivities. This
idea came to me as a side project and then with the company and team’s
help, the project was delivered. 

Work Experiences & Projects

Specializations

AI/ML (Python, p5.js, ml5.js,

tensorflow, tensorflow

(lite&js), CNTK, Keras, Torch

Frontend (UI/UX) design

(Figma, XD, HTML/CSS,

React, Vue, Dart)

AR/VR and 3D Designing:

(Blender, ZBrush, Unity,

Unreal Engine)

Backend and Dev Ops

(Django,  Firebase, Java, GCP,

AWS)

Graphics and Artwork: (PS, AI,

AE, Canva, Traditional)

Dhritesh Bhagat

Get in touch!

Professional Goals
I aim to attain an engaging position in the field of artificial
intelligence, machine learning, and designing (frontend, 3D
graphics, UI/UX). Software Development, Designing and Coding is
an essential part of my life.

Mobile: 
+91-7004574272

Email: 
dhriteshbhagat@gmail.com

Address: 
Yuvraj Enclave, Dimna Main
Road, Mango, Jamshedpur,
Jharkhand, India
(831012)

CSE Undergrad Student
(Institute of Engineering and Management, Kolkata)

ML & AR/VR Developer
IEMA | March 2021- Present

The main responsibility in this work is to work on developing ML models that
would be suitable for lightweight compact devices with high-end accuracy.
Development of Remote tracking in Drone Swarms and AI apps for their
peripherals. The responsibilities also include development of AR/VR
environments that would be used on websites and web apps. All these were
done in collaboration with Ericsson.

https://github.com/itisdb
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dhriteshbhagat/
https://www.facebook.com/dhritesh.bhagat
https://www.instagram.com/i.art.db/
https://twitter.com/it_is_Bhagat
tel:+91-7004574272
http://gmail.com/
https://goo.gl/maps/vuFT5qhimh4yaKUt9
https://goo.gl/maps/vuFT5qhimh4yaKUt9


Academic History

2019-2023

CGPA: 9.69

Institute of Engineering and
Management
Bachelor of Technology | CSE

Languages
Spoken

English
Hindi
Bengali

Designing and 3D development Head
Techax Labs | August 2020 - Present

Working as Design Head requires me to oversee the development of AR/VR
projects, backend as well as the development of 3d models for those
projects.
Projects

Alphabet Jingles: This is an AR project that works on marker-based AR
tech used to teach children about the essentials of languages.
Treasure Trove: This is a hyper-casual game built in unity that makes use
of AR tech as well as mixed reality to present entertainment that can
relax people after a long day’s work. Built to soothe the minds of adults
and children alike. 
AR Village: This is a completely open-world AR/VR project that helps
students to learn new things from education to skills. This is not only
limited to small kids but teenagers as well.

2016-2018

Percentage: 93.6%

DAV Public School, Bistupur
High School | XII | PCMC
(AISSCE)

2015-2016
Percentage: 98%

Kerala Public School, Kadma
ICSE | X | Science

Licenses and Certifications:
Engineer Data in Google Cloud - Google 

Blockchain Specialization - Coursera 

Advanced Machine Learning Specialization - Coursera 

IBM certified Artificial Intelligence Course - Coursera 

The Fundamentals of Digital Marketing - Google 

Technical Support Fundamentals - Google 

Google Cloud Platform Fundamentals: Core Infrastructure -

Google

Volunteer Experiences

Community Volunteer : Google Developers Club

Working Committee : Developer Student Clubs IEM

CP/Designing Lead : CodeChef IEMK Chapter

Volunteer : Pankh Foundation

Creative/Technical Head : IEMMUN

Technical Head : Ecstacy , Aurora 


